Company Profile
1. Company History: M/S. Cloudly Solutions is a concern of Cloudly Infotech Limited and a
government registered technology company focused on the cybersecurity, intelligence and
surveillance solution sourcing, integration and value addition through the most innovative
and niche use case transformation into robust security business cases in partnership with
highly differentiated, niche cybersecurity product companies as a strategic partner or a
value-added reseller. The company targets specific markets that demonstrate productmarket fit for identified and developed business cases, especially, the emerging market and
works with local companies with strong local presence and customer footprint. Its corporate
headquarter is located at: House# 342, Road# 25, New DOHS, Mohakhali, Dhaka-1206
Bangladesh.
2. Company Mission: We Bring World’s Most Advanced Cybersecurity, Intelligence And
Surveillance Solutions That Do Not Require So Much Customization. We’re focus on bringing
the answers to world’s most complex questions without requiring our customers to master
database syntaxes, query languages, statistical modeling or the command line interface. In
order to achieve this, we bring platforms for integrating, managing, and securing data on top
of which we layer tools, applications and utilities for fully interactive human-driven,
machine-assisted analysis. Given the huge shortage in cybersecurity expertise in the
emerging countries, we had to carefully craft the solutions to minimize customization and
maximize configurability and adaptation to the most appropriate use cases arising in the
emerging countries.
3. Company Vision: We are working to build a bright future for the emerging countries in
which public institutions, commercial enterprises, and non-profit organizations can use data
to function at their peak in order to fulfill their duties with which they’ve been entrusted, to
deliver value to customers, and to distribute help to those most in need.
4. Company HR and organogram:
Sl.

Name

Designation

Mobile no

Email Address

1.

Md. Eshaque Ali

Manager, HR & Admin

01712139312

ishak@cloudly.io

2.

Ishmam Mahdy

Asst. Manager, HR &
Admin

01710069640

ishmam@cloudly
.io

3.

Sifat Tasnim Chowdhury

Business Development
Manager

01780161815

sifat@cloudly.io

4.

Moniruzzaman

Business Development
Manager

01911969595

siam@cloudly.io

5.

Md. Sakil Bokul

Technical Lead

01717251417

bokul@cloudly.io

6.

Abdullah Mahdi

SQA Engineer

01766582252

mahdi@cloudly.i

o
7.

SM Sazzadur Rahman

Software Engineer

01771478977

sazzad@cloudly.i
o

8.

Shafayet Hossain

Software Engineer

01849564337

shafayet@cloudl
y.io

9.

Kawsar Ahmed

Software Engineer

01773460888

kawsar@cloudly.
io

10. Nazmus Shakib

Software Engineer

sakib@cloudly.io

11. Afrida Nakiba

Software Engineer

afrida@cloudly.i
o

12. Protitee Rowshon Prova

Software Engineer

protitee@cloudly
.io

13. Ashik Saeed

IOS Developer

shupto@cloudly.i
o

14. Somir Ronjon Pal

DevOps Engineer

somir@cloudly.io

15. Md. Monjurul Islam

DevOps Engineer

newton@cloudly
.io

16. Fima Sultana

DevOps Engineer

fima@cloudly.io

17. Md Mazib Ullah Bhuiya

Database Engineer

mazib@cloudly.i
o

18. AMM Parvez

Cyber Security Expert

parvez@cloudly.i
o

19. Muhammad Habibullah

Wireless Network
Engineer

habib@cloudly.io

5. Company partners/ shareholders/ Board of directors details:
a. Shahriar Rahman, Partner
Shahriar is the Founder and Chief Architect at Cloudly. He has over 18 years of
experience as a Software Engineer and Technology Leader, having worked for
companies, such as, Ericsson (Senior Director), MasterCard (Senior Consultant),
Sociogramics (Co-founder and Vice President), Redback Networks (Senior Manager) and
Cisco Systems (Senior Engineer). He has consulted as a system, cloud and software
architect for several early-stage startups. He is an industry recognized Software
Architect and has been building high performance, highly scalable, enterprise grade
software systems. He specializes in Cloud, Network and Telecom verticals and more
recently has developed industry leadership in cloud/data center migration, continuous
automation and big data integration.
Shahriar has a MS in Computer Science from Stanford University, Australia and a BSEE
in Electrical Engineering from The University of Queensland, Australia. He holds 17
patents under his name, several industry publications, spoken at numerous
international conferences and appeared in interviews, keynote and panel discussions at
industry events. Shahriar resides in Silicon Valley, California.
b. Md. Habibur Rahman, Partner
He is the veteran business person. He has been involved in several businesses in
Bangladesh, Russia and Hong Kong over the past 30 years; most recently with Meghna
Bank Ltd. and ZipPay. He brings the wealth of government, private sector and industry

knowledge to our company, operations and financial responsibility. As a ICT company,
we are guided by the wisdom and experience providing perspectives that are bigger
than ICT domain alone and more suited towards business problems.
Md. Habibur has a masters and bachelors from Dhaka University.
c. Md. Manjur-E-Khuda, Managing Partner
Manjur graduated from University of Dhaka and has working experience of 20+ years in
different multinational companies in Bangladesh, including Young One Fabrics -- the
largest garments and textile exporter of Bangladesh. He has outstanding management
and leadership skills and he has been managing Horoppa since Nov, 2011 and Cloudly
Infotech Limited since Jan, 2014 and working with tens of clients around the globe.
Manjur is a skilled leader, motivator, organizer and diligently managing the company as
well as its key clients.
6. Company Infrastructure:
Infrastructure Information
Bandwidth

15 Mb

Current Office Size

2700 Sqft

Sitting Arrangement

25 Cubical workstation

Conference Room

1 room

Dinning

Complimentary dining room

Laptop

25 pcs

Desktop

2 pcs

Mobile / Tab

7 pcs

Air Conditioner

7 pcs

Freezer

1 pc

Oven

1 Pc

7. Company Product and service:
CYBERSECURITY: Solutions designed to guard against complex attacks generate an
overwhelming number of alerts, requiring a large workforce to triage a flood of false
positives. These solutions don’t solve the fundamental problems of security hygiene,
which is, at its core, a data problem. Cloudly helps organizations build a comprehensive,
real-time view of their networks, then use that view to identify where the risks are and
who within the organization is accountable for mitigating it.
OPEN-SOURCE INTELLIGENCE: Open Source Intelligence is the newest trend in
intelligence gathering and turning out to be proven solution that is used throughout the

intelligence community to efficiently, effectively, and securely exploit and analyze
vastly available open-source data, leading to more informed operational planning and
strategic decision-making.
NETWORK INTELLIGENCE: Today’s increasing core network complexity requires strict
policies and new tools to prevent fraud, hijacking or service disruption and espionage.
FINANCIAL COMPLIANCE: Financial institutions of all sizes are being targeted by cyber
criminals for valuable consumer, account, card, payment and transactional data. Many
have adapted a data-centric approach to thwart some of those threats, but their data is
on the rise in both size and complexity. Under tough financial regulatory landscape,
their challenges are simply compounding to the levels that they can no longer handle
those.
SECURE COMMUNICATION: Cloudly advises on and provides a full range of secure
communication solutions to both government as well as corporate clients. When
requested, Cloudly can provide supporting legal advice on the legality of secure
communication options to and from specific countries or locations. It is always
paramount for clients to properly consider the legality of their secure communications.
Cloudly offers world’s most advanced and powerful secure email, voice and messaging
solutions that are deployed around the world within the local regulatory framework.
MOBILE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE: Video Surveillance enables users to view live video on a
PC or laptop from just about anywhere in the world with internet access. To facilitate
remote viewing, you simply type in the IP address of your network security camera in
your internet browser like you would a website. This is done through DDNS and portforwarding, which is discussed in greater detail further below. Once you’ve configured
DDNS and port-forwarding and have obtained an IP address to view online, you can
then begin to experience what it’s like to view your security camera system from a
remote location.

8. Company Client list:
Cloud Service:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Seemo
B-trac
ICAB
Shohoz
Bagdoom
Circle Fintech
Content Matters
10 Minutes School
BRACNet
BRAC International
Netizen IT Limited
GraceTech
BDTax
Nochallenge

Enterprise Application:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Label Solutions
Assign Track
ViewCentral
InfoImage
CPVEE
Knowmadic
StickNFind

9. Contact details:
Md. Manjur-E-Khuda
Managing Partner
Contact No: +88 017 1309 1878
Email: manzur@cloudly.io
Corporate Address: House# 342, Road# 25, New DOHS, Mohakhali,
Dhaka-1206 Bangladesh

